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Commuting Squares and the Classification of Finite
Depth Inclusions of AFD Type III* Factors, A^ (0, l)
By

Phan H. Lor

Abstract
We give a new proof of the classification result due to Sorm Popa that a finite depth inclusion
of AFD type III; factois N^Al, A^ (0, 1), with a common discrete decomposition (jV^CM 00 , 0} is
classified, up to isomorphism, by the type II core A^ciM00 and the standard invariant of 6.

§1. Introduction
Let X& (0, 1) and N^M be an inclusion of AFD type Ilk factors with finite
index and with a common discrete decomposition (A700 c M°°, 6} . It is an
interesting problem to classify up to isomorphism inclusions of this kind with
the same index.
In [20] Popa has shown that if N C M is strongly amenable then such an
inclusion is classified by the isomorphism class of N^^-M00 and the standard
invariant 6st of 6. This result was obtained as a consequence of a powerful
classification theorem that properly/strongly outer actions of countable discrete
amenable groups on strongly amenable inclusions of type II factors are classified
by their standard invariants together with their modules if the factors are of
type IIoo. By [18, 19], finite depth inclusions of AFD type II factors are strongly
amenable.
In this note, we will give a different proof of the finite depth case of this
classification result of Popa by proving directly that the isomorphism class of N
^M is classified by that of N°°^M°° and the conjugacy class of 8st.
The main arguments of our proof can be summarized as follows. Let A/"CM
be a finite depth inclusion of AFD type Ilk factors AfCM, X ^ (0, 1), with a
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common discrete decomposition (AT'CIM00, 0} . If the standard invariant 0st of 8
on JV^CM00 is trivial, then the classification of N^-M follows from Theorem 6,1
in [12], if 6st is not trivial, then it must have a finite period, say m. We can
then show that there exists a finite depth inclusion of type III;** factors Q^P
which is split, i.e., isomorphic to Q°°&)Rtm<^P00(g)Rtm, where R*m is the AFD type
llltm factor and there exists an automorphism a on Q^P having period m and
which satisfies: mod (a) = A~l (in EJ//f wlZ ), the standard invariant of a on JV°°C
M°° is equal to 6st and NdM is the simultaneous crossed products of QCP by
a. To classify ATCM, it amounts to classifying a. Since QdP is split, to classify
a, using Connes' tensoring trick suitably adapted to our setting, we can reduce
the problem to the case where a has trivial module and the trivial module case
can be further reduced to the case of a periodic and strongly outer a acting on
a finite depth inclusion of AFD type Hi factors B^A such that a and ast have
order m. To this end, thanks to a result in [l] , all we need to show is that the
A

C

A*a%m

B c

BXaZm

higher relative commutants of the commuting square U

U

completely

determines the conjugacy class of a. Thi idea of using the commuting square of
the simultaneous crossed product algebras to classify finite group actions on
inclusions of factors was suggested in [8] .

This section is intended as a brief summary of some of the results that will
be needed in this paper, further detail can be found in the articles cited therein.

J?NM

l) Commom discrete decomposition. For X G= (0, l), let N^-M be an inclusion
of type III,? factors, where EN is the conditional expectation with minimal index
(cf. [6]), JVCM is said to have a common discrete decomposition with respect
to EN if for any generalized trace (also called a ^-trace) (p on N, i.e., q> is a
normal faithful semi-finite weight on N and a$=IdN, where T=\2n/ln /?|, then
<f) = <p • EN is a generalized trace on M and the pair of type IIoo factors N°°=N<P(^
M°° = M(/) with give rise to a common discrete decomposition of JV^M, i.e., there
exist a normal faithful semi-finite trace T on N°°<^-M* and an automorphism 6
which acts simultaneously on ATCM00 satisfying r • 6=Xr and such that
is isomorphic to the inclusion of crossed products N°° X 9 ZCM 00 X e Z;
is often called the type II core of N<^M. It is important to point out that by a
result of Connes, a common discrete decomposition of N C M is unique up to
conjugacy (cf. [4]).
2) The standard invariant of an automorphism on an inclusion of factors. Let
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M be an inclusion of factors with finite index and let a^Aiit(M, N) , that is,
Aut(M) and a(N) =N. Suppose that N and M are of type II. Let •••c J V/c+iCAT A c
•••CAT 0 =]VCM be a tunnel of AfCM(cf. [7]), then it was shown in [12] that a
induces an automorphism on the tower of higher relative commutants (Nk H JVC
JVikflM; &>0} that is known as the standard invariant of a and denoted (Pjifjv (or).
It was also shown in [12] that $M,N(OL) is trace-preserving, fixes all the Jones
projections associated with the given tunnel and preserves the inclusion Nfkf\N
CjV' fc nM for each £>0. It turns out that ^>M,N(OC] depends only on the choice of
the tunnel up to conjugacy and its extension to the closures of U Nk H M and
U Nfk fl M is denoted ast. For convenience, we will use ast also to represent
If 7VCM is extremal, i.e., its Jones index is minimal (cf, [6, 16]), then we
can construct ctst by using the tower of basic constructions as follows.
Assuming M is in standard from with canonical involution/, let N^M—M^"'
MfcC ---Af/c+iC • • • , then a can be canonically extended to each M* by fixing all
the Jones projections. We will still use a. to denote this unique extension. It is
well-known that Nk+i=JM'iJ is a tunnel of ,/VCM, and the standard invariant of
a constructed using this tunnel is given by the restriction of Ad] • a • AdJ on
each MR JVC A^HM.
Suppose now N^M are of type llh with a common discrete decomposition
OV°°c]\/r, 0} and a^Aut(M, N). Then as above, we can still define flfojy (a) but
it turns out that this will not be sufficient for the classification of a as it does
not contain any information about the Connes-Takesaki module of a. Instead the
method introduced in [22] has to be used to define a conjugacy invariant for a
as follows. First, we choose a unique {JL^ [1, A'1) such that mod (a) =[JL, and let
(p be a generalized trace on N c M that gives rise to the common discrete
decomposition of JVCM(cf. [5]), then there exists a unitary u in N such that,
with a.Q — Adu*a, (p°aQ = ^(p, #o commutes with 6 and preserves the inclusion
of TV00 c M°°. Hence it makes sense to consider @M™,N°° (#o) and it is
straightforward to verify that $W-,jv-(tfo) does not depend on the choice of u
and is a cocyle conjugacy invariant for a as automorphism on N c: M. For
simplicity, (Pjif-,jv-(dfo) will be denoted ast.

§30 Main Results
For the definition and the basic properties of strongly outer and strongly
free automorphisms, we refer the reader to [1, 20, 10, 23]. Our first lemma is a
direct corollary of the results in [1, 8, 19].
Lemma 1. Let B^A be a finite depth inclusion of AFD type Hi factors. Let
a be a strongly outer action of Zm on B<^A such that ast has period m. Then a is
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classified up to conjugacy by asi.
Proof.

Set Moo = B, Mn = A x a Z», M10 = A , M0i = B Xtt Zm and consider the
Mio C Mn
commuting square: U
U . Without any loss of generality, we may assume
Moo

c

Mio

that Moo is in standard form with canonical conjugation /. The downward basic
construction of the above commuting square of factors gives rise to another
Mo-i C Moo
commuting square U
U satisfying JM[<J=M-W and JMoJ=M0-i.
Af-i-i c M-io
By [21] , M_i-i d Moo has finite depth and and thus by [18] , there is a
tunnel (M-,-,; /> 0} of M_i_i CM00 such that Ml,-; 0 M_i_i T M-i-i and Ml,-,D Moo T Moo and as pointed out in [8] , it follows that Ml,-, fl M0-i T M0-i and
M'-J-J OM-io t M-io. Let Mj}=JM-j~J, then {MJ}} is isomorphic to the tower of
basic constructions of M0oc Mn and by [16] /•/ is a trace-preserving anti-isomorphism that clearly maps the commuting squares
Mo-iDM!,-, c Moo n Ml,_,
MSiRM,,- c MSoOM,,
U
U
onto
U
U
, the latter commuting
M-i-iPM!,-, C M-ioHMl,-,
Afii fl My, c MloHM,,squares have been computed in Theorem 9 of [1] and they depend on the
isomorphism class of B c A, the conjugacy class of ast and the group Zm.
Therefore the commuting square of factors formed by B cz A with their
simultaneous crossed products by a is isomorphic to the one constructed using
ast. Standard arguments then imply that a is conjugate to some power of ®st
and hence there is a family of Jones projections {<?-,; ;>0} that is associated
with a generating tunnel of B^-A and for which a(e-}) —e-} for all /.
Let /J be another strongly outer action of Zm on B CIA such that J3st has
period m and that ast and @st are conjugate. The preceding arguments applied to
/? show that there is another family of Jones projections {/_,; ;^0) associated
with some generating tunnel of B^A such that j8 (/"_,-) =/-, for all /. It follows
that if o is the automorphism on B<^A such that o(f-j) — /_,, then a ° a *
a~l(f-j) — /-, for all /, i.e., a ° a ° a"1 is standard with respect to the tunnel
determined by {/_,; ;^0} and is hence conjugate to /3 by assumption. Thus we
have shown that a and (3 are conjugate.
Q.E.D.
Remark. We would like to point out that Lemma 1 will still hold if
are of type Hoc and a^Aut(A, B) is trace preserving because in this case with
a little more work one can show that there exist type Hi factors B 0 CiAo anc^ an
automorphism a^Aut(A^ BQ) such that BdA -50CS>25(|)) czA0<S>33(!>) and a
is conjugate to a&Idxw.
To continue, we recall that an inclusion of type III^ factors Qcp

is said to
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be split if there exist type II factors B^A
is isomorphic to £®MC,4®M.
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and a type III^ factors M such that 0

Lemma 2. Let Q^P be a split inclusion of AFD type III x factors with finite
depth. Let a be a strongly free action of Zm on QCZP with trivial module and such
that ast has period m. Then a is classified up to conjugacy by ast.
Proof. Let (Q^cip00, 0} be a common discrete decomposition of Qcip. By
Lemma 2 of [14], there exists a conjugate aQ of a such that a0 commutes with 6
P <= PXaZm
and a0(0°°) = Q°°, a0(P°°) = P°° and U
U
is isomorphic to
Q C QXaZm

p~xe% c
U

Q~x,Z c

P 00 c P~x a o Z w

(P~x f t o Zjx,Z
U

(Q-x a o Zjx,z

As

U

U

is

isomorphic

to

00

Q c Q-x^Z*

U
U
, where P0,i is the AFD type II«, factor, we can
Q°°(g)p0fl c (Q-x^Zj®^.!
consider the automorphism 00 — 6®0^1, where mod (Oj) =2.
Since Qcip is split by assumption, the standard invariant of 6 on Q^cp00
is trivial by [12] and so the same is true for 6Q. Since mod (00) — 1, it follows
that 60 is approximately inner by [12], i.e., 6$(x) = lim Adun(x) for some
W->00

sequence of unitaries un in Q°°0Ro,i and for all x^P°°®Po,i- On the other hand,
since a0 commutes with 6, we have: \imAdu n= 0o= (
= lim Arf (of 0 ®/^ 0rl ) ( w w ) . It follows that (ufi (a.Q®IdRQil} (un)} is a centralizing
sequence for Q^^^o.i^^^^o.i- As a 0 ®^^oi is strongly, outer, it is centrally
free by [20] and hence by [4] , there is a centralizing sequence {vn} in Q°°®Po,i
such that lim (u? (a0 ® M*o.i) («n) ~ v*fa 0 ® /d*0,i) W)

= 0> hence (90 =

«-^oo

lim Ad (wwi'J) as automorphism on Q°° 0 P0,i ^ P°° ® PO,I x ao^/^ 01 Z w . In other
«-»00

words, ^o is approximately inner on Q°°®Po,i c=P00®Po,i x « 0 0/d^, Zm and hence
the corresponding standard invariant of $o is trivial and this in turn implies
that the standard invariant of 6 on Q^cip 00 xa %m is trivial. Since Q c : p x a Z w
has finite depth by [1, 21], Theorem 6.1 in [12] implies that Q C p x a Z m is a
split inclusion and a simple argument will show that the commuting square
P C PXaZm
U
U
is isomorphic to the commuting square of tensor products
Q d QXaZ^
U

U

, where R* is the AFD
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factor of type III^. Therefore a is conjugate to an automorphism of the form
a00/d^, where aQ is strongly outer on Q^cp00 and alt = asi. By Lemma 1, a0 is
classified by its standard invariant and so the same is true for a.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3* Let QCP be a split inclusion of type III* factors. Let
Q) be such that a has period m and mod (a) = 2~1/m. Then a—a^IdR,.
Proof. Let N = Q Xa Zm and M=PX a Zm, then N and M are of type IIIji/*.
By the arguments in Case 1 of Theorem 1 in [14] , there is a generalized trace 0
on N<^M such that a= a|, where T= \2rc/\n 1 . We claim that N<^M is
isomorphic to N®R^M®Rt. Indeed, as we have NX&ZmdMXsZm-Qc:p and
QCp-QCg^cp®^ by assumption and as 3= at, a^Int(M, N) by [22], the
subfactor version of Corollary II.3 in [4] (with an action of Zm instead of Z)
can then be used to infer that N<^M—N®R^M®RA.
Now if <p is a generalized trace on R* such that o^—ld then OT — ^^ — OT
®IdRl. By the Takesaki Duality Theorem, it follows that a—a®URx as desired.
Q.E.D.
With the factorization property established in Lemma 3, we can apply
Connes' tensoring trick to obtain following.
Lemma 4,

Let Q^P

be a split inclusion of AFD type lib factors with finite

depth. Let a<EAut(P, Q) be such that mod (a) = A~1/m, and a and ast both have
order m. Then a is classified up to conjugacy by ctst.
Proof. As Qcip is split, QCP is isomorphic to Q®R&R^P®R&Rx and
so we can consider the automorphism a®a~l, where o is an automorphism on
RI having period m and module A~1/m.
Since O""1®^ has trivial module, G~l®a is conjugate to sm®IdR^ by [2],
where sm is the model outer automorphism of period m on the AFD type Hi
factor RQ and we have used the isomorphism between Rt®R* and Ro®Rt to
define sm®IdRx. It follows that a^a'^a-a^Sm^Id^-a^Id^-a because a
®5 m -a by [15, 23], and a®IdR,-a by Lemma 4. By [23], a®a~l is still
strongly free hence by Lemma 2, a® a~l is classified up to conjugacy by its
standard invariant which is given by ast, it follows that a is also classified up
to conjugacy by ast.

Q.E.D.

We can now proceed to prove the following classification result originally
due to Sorin Popa.
Theorem 1. Let N^-M be a finite depth inclusion of AFD type III; factors
with a common discrete decomposition (AT'CM00, 6} . Then N<^M is classified up to
isomorphism by ATCM00 and 6st.
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Proof. By Connes' uniqueness theorem of the discrete decomposition and
by the definition of the standard invariant in [12], it is clear that {A^CM00,
Ost} is a conjugacy invariant of N^M.
Conversely, we will show that N<^M is determined up to isomorphism by
AT c M°° and 6st. First of all, if 0st is trivial, then the result follows from
Theorem 6.1 of [12]. Thus we may assume that 6st is not the identity.
Since the higher relative commutants for N^-M are given by the fixed point
algebras of those for A^CM00 under 6st by [12], and since NCM and hence N°°
dM°°, have finite depth (cf. [12]), Lemma 2.2 in [13] implies that 6st has
period m for some m>l (see also [10]). Let (p be a generalized trace on N such
that N°°=N(p and M°°=M</), where (/)=<p - EN. Let Qcp be the simultaneous fixed
point algebras of N c M under the modular automorphism <7?/OT, where T =
|27T/M. Then Q=N°° Xem Z and P=M°° xemZ (cf. [11]) and hence 0 and P are
of type III^. Since (dm)st= (6st)m=Id and Qcp has finite depth, Theorem 6.1
in [12] implies that Q^P is split and so Q^P is classified by its type II core
which is given by JV^ciM00. On the other hand, by Takesaki Duality, there exists
an automorphism a on Qcip Of order m and such that a=o$/m, and N=Q xa Zm
and M = P xaZm. It follows that mod (a) -/^(m

RJ/^ iZ ) and ast = dst(ct.

Theorem 1 in [13]). By Lemma 4, a is classified up to conjugacy by ast.
p c PXaZm=M
Therefore the isomorphism class of the commuting square U
U

Q c QxaZm=N
00

st

is determined by JV^CM and /9 . In particular, we can conclude that N^M is
classified up to isomorphism by A^CM00 and 6st.
Q.E.D.
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